Straight Talk

by Pete Hardin

608(c) 18 discussion
1) USDA has probably received almost 100 –
and growing – petitions requesting an emergency
federal milk order hearing, under existing powers
held by the Secretary of Agriculture.
When petitioned, the Secretary may convene a hearing to determine the relative prices of milk vs. costs
of feeds. The underlying basis of the federal milk
order system is to provide an adequate supply of
milk for consumers.
2) Most important right now: prepare specific
requests for milk price improvement, when USDA
asks. On page 3 of this issue, I suggest moving
yogurt to Class I. Further, compensatory payments
should be assessed and added to federal order pools,
when milk powder goes in the vat.
On the subject of farm-point pricing, I think
98.4% of all dairy producers would agree that the
point of transfer of the milk is at the bulk tank. Let the
buyer pay the hauling costs from the farm. If noncooperative buyers were legally compelled to pay all
hauling costs, the following benefits would accrue:
• Greater efficiencies would be found, from
hauling milk to nearer-by plants to innovations in
fuels and transportation technologies.
• If the cooperatives could not cover hauling
costs, and their pay prices came up “short” (relative
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to independent buyers), then let Mother Nature take
her course.
Beyond past inequities, it’s downright absurd
to expect dairy farmers to pay milk hauling costs,
when we’re looking at conflagration in the oil-producing Mediterranean and Middle East.
3) We need some responsible dairy organization(s) taking the lead on the 608(c) 18 issue. A degree
or coordination is required that goes beyond me.
4) The 608(c) 18 petition process requires no
new laws. This issue is a gut-check for Secretary
Tom Vilsack. If Vilsack doesn’t respond fast to this
price/cost crisis in dairy country, he deserves effigy
prior to the November 6 elections.
5) Obviously, there are other good ideas out
there to modernize federal milk orders and boost
producers’ prices to a point that will sustain milk
output. Relying on Uncle Sam is not the whole strategy. The 608(c) process, in my opinion, is USDA’s
last chance to get it right.

Watch China’s corn crop
Until a couple years ago, China’s corn output
ranged pretty close to demand. The country was in a
low import/export mode. The past year has been a
funny one. In November 2011, China announced that
it would probably not be in the global corn market as
a buyer. The 2011 corn crop was a bin-buster. In fact,
China had large volumes of grain stored outside, since
the 2011 corn crop overwhelmed its grain storage
capacity … or so they said. In December 2011 and in
2012’s first quarter, China proceeded to buy large volumes of corn on the global market. Major purchases
of U.S. corn were booked. China deferred some pur-

chases until the 2012 U.S. crop was harvested, to “protect” limited U.S. corn carry-over inventories.
In truth: that “bin-buster” 2011 corn crop for
China had a lot of quality problems. We’ve perhaps
as much as 30-40% was seriously damaged by moisture, mold and related toxins – hence, the big import
purchases in late 2011 and early 2012.
It’s doubtful that there will be much Chinese
corn piled on the ground in 2012. Chinese farmers
suffered two humongous attacks of army worms
during the 2012 crop season. Where’s the publiclyavailable analysis on China’s 2012 corn situation?

Part of the Future is in Small Grains
Over the decades, mainstream U.S. agriculture
has devolved towards primary focus on a few, big
commodities: corn, soybeans, wheat, dairy, beef,
hogs and poultry. For grain, the nation has become
dangerously dependent upon corn. In recent
decades, “cheap corn” – with prices often locked
under $2 per bushel – served as a low-cost driver for
competing feed materials.
But realities have changed. Those new, seemingly upside-down realities include: higher costs for
land (owned and rented); sky-high prices for seed
corn (especially genetically-modified varieties);
higher costs for fertilizers, pesticides and diesel fuel;
etc., etc. That list of changes does not include the
weather – the watchdog at the gate through which all
other realities must pass.
Small grains have demised to a sub-minor status, for the most part. Barley in the U.S., for example, has declined by approximately 300,000 acres
each year for past three decades! Part of the problem with small grains: the big seed corporations
have devoted so much of their research investments
into biotech products. Worse: the Land Grant university research efforts in seed have generally been
funded by the biotech biggies – like Monsanto.
In November 2011, The Milkweed printed a
jaw-dropping article by Paris Reidhead that profiled
the Wilson dairy farm near Hammond, New York.
That father-son team had developed a “double paddle-wheel” system for sprouting barley seeds. Fed
at six days, the sprouted barley was credited for an
amazing set of positive responses by the Wilson’s
herd of 130 Holstein milk cows. The “plusses”
charted by the Wilsons during their first year of
feeding barley sprouts included: reduced grain in the
daily rations, higher components, better leg health,
lower somatic cell counts ... and an increase of .5
years longevity in their milk cows’ working life.
In this issue, we profile alternate forage “double-cropping” of triticale/winter ryegrass by an

inventive pair of Wisconsinites. Plus, Paris Reidhead has an engaging report on alternate cropping
strategies – primarily forages and oilseeds – based
on a long visit with Tom Kileen. The bottom line:
“little guys” are doing fundamental, alternate
research involving both relatively new (triticale – a
hybrid of wheat and rye) and old (barley) crops as
alternatives to corn and soy in feed and energy uses.
In the centerfold, we report about the exciting
test plot of Alta Genetics dwarf sorghum variety
#7401. That sorghum’s seed costs are half (or less)
of what it costs to seed an acre of corn. That
sorghum needs only about half the fertilizer as corn.
A Kentucky farmer who planted a small amount of
#7401 sorghum only wishes he’d planted a lot more,
as that variety weathered the 2012 drought while the
adjacent corn stand withered.
Castor oil, anybody? Up until the post-WWII
generation of “baby boomers,” castor oil enjoyed a
negative image as super laxative. But, as Paris
reports in this issue, oil yields of 200 bushels per acre
can be gained from well-managed stands of castor
beans. Current price: $10 per gallon. Obviously,
with possible big gains in future production, prices
could come down. But castor oil prices should
“float” on a floor provided by diesel fuel costs. And
goodness knows where diesel fuel costs may end up,
if the Middle East turns into a shooting arcade.
The goal of The Milkweed is to provide facts
and fodder for thought to readers. The crooked practices of the dairy industry may continue forever. But
the realities ... challenges ... opportunities of the
nation’s milk and food industries continue. Where
are we, as a nation, headed in terms of our food supply? The adverse weather, in 2011 and 2012, is a
critical reminder that too-narrow research, too-narrow thinking, too-narrow a band of crops produced,
and too-concentrated food-marketing and food-processing ... are elements for disaster. The same-old,
same-old isn’t working.
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6) If USDA fails in this task, I think the only
route to go is for dairy farmers to form regional milk
producers’ guilds. Guilds could collect data and suggest pricing strategies for dairy farmers. In the “information age,” there are a lot of strategies that dairy producers could enact, if they would finally get their collective act together! Federal law disallows agricultural producers from forming unions (not to be confused
with cooperatives). (Why do that when they have the
‘benefits” of the likes of DFA and LOL?)

Double-Foraging?
Castor beans?
In January 2008, The Milkweed shifted to a
larger, 16-page format and we “widened the playing
field” to cover relevant subjects that were not strictly tied to dairy commodity and milk pricing. Quite
frankly, I’d go nuts if restricted to covering price
events the nation’s second most crooked industry
(after horse racing).
You’ll find sort of a theme to this issue …
alternate cropping practices. The stories about the
young Wisconsin dairy farmer’s success at reaping
3+ tons of green chopped forage in May, prior to
planting his corn, is amazing. Further, Paris Reidhead’s article about castor bean bio-diesel is mindboggling. The United States could produce 200
gallons of top-quality bio-diesel per acre of farmland through castor beans. This nation could store
castor beans as a petroleum reserve – particularly
for cold-weather applications. We could even burn
castor oil as home-heating oil.
I love the dairy industry. I admire the courage of
this nation’s food producers, and their ability to adjust
to new realities – new crops, new practices, etc. Marketing and pricing of farm milk are the most outmoded, crooked aspects of this industry. The same-old,
same-old, business as usual cannot continue, if this
nation is to have a modern, efficient dairy industry that
meets the needs of our 310 million consumers.

Lazy way to lure deer
Haven’t deer hunted in more than 40 years,
but know how important that pursuit is to many
readers. Two years ago, I unwittingly discovered
an easy lure for attracting the local deer. I traded
some horse hay for about 300 tons of horse manure.
We hand spread winter ryegrass seed on the long
piles, and worked the seed into the material with a
rake. By early October, there was a fine crop of
green rye grass growing on the pile, to the delight
of the deer.
As October turned to November, the ryegrass
stayed nice and green – warmed by the heat from
the composting manure. By late November, the
ryegrass sprouted atop the manure pile was the only
lush green material in the neighborhood ... and
much appreciated by local deer. After the manure
was spread that December 1, deer kept visiting the
site for several weeks, puzzled about the disappearance of their fall fodder.
Now if any aging deer hunters want to try this
trick, you can “strategically locate” manure. Cow
manure probably works just as well as horse “stuff.”
And if the game warden noses by and asks what
you’re doing, just say you’re watching the grass grow.
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